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Joni Mitchell's
a review by Garth Cramer
Like Neil Young's Tonight's
ilio
the
or her own
album cover or Joni Mitchell's
offers a revealing clue as
to the nature or what s
Cloaked in dull browns and
with a vision of a desert
or
highway penetrating the
package
the
Tor
serves as a visual
the music
the
of the
of the white
as she terms It In the
And
album's opening
although the concept is new to
the songs' stories
her
and emotions are familiar Joni
In
have Joni
we
Mitchell the artist frustrated by
Joni Mitchell the person who is
plagued by romantic disillusion
and an Inability to escape the
sterility of her artistic
And although her themes
remain

familiar

songs

there

are

no

as memorable

or

musically

accessible

as a
Case of
or
however
does
way in overcoming

come part
last year's

problematic liming

of Summer
Joni has
abandoned the ersatz jazz
sound that had cluttered up her
Instead
last
witnesses
a return to a more
In

wise

a

music

The

sparse

predominately

is

guitar and

percussion oriented and the
type of rhythm provided
by
best
such an arrangement
frames her poetic-sonBut as in the case of
g

Summer

I.

is

Musically
difficult to listen
Joni's work has always been a
is only
bit eccentric and
that her music
often becomes commercially
for by and large she
But in her
is after bigger

last
pre-occupati-

on

to a

albums

two

point

suffered
Although
masterful

a
with lyrical
has developed
where her music
in the

stimulating and
her

songs

foundation that
For
most part the
is
emotional impact of
have
is

a

musical

the

delivered by her lyrics and not
There is a
the
gloomy reel that is emitted by
her music although it is
over a
strangely
period or cuts it becomes

somewhat

deeper than at any
Joni comes as
close as she ever as to
pinpointing the hubris which Is
responsible for her
The album's title song and
a sung spoken to a
best reveal
female
In the latter she
such
Probing
time since

we are
because
dealing with one or the most
or
the pop
members
talented
music world's aristocracy such a
normally
destructive flaw does
not hide lite album's merit on

I've never really
loved I guess that Is the truth
life in
I've spent my whole
clouds at icy

other
one has to
To begin
have a great deal of respect for
the Integrity or Joni Mitchell as
Forever the dutiful
an
Joni unflinchingly
in
performs
all her scars and
No other
her
wounds
in contemporary music
artist

I feel that the
times when Joni Mitchell best
talents
reveals her
are in those Instances when she
can extricate herself from a
situation and play the role of
observer rather than
Such a lime exists on the
album in the tragic balled
a
Sings The

dares to be as

song for

self-surger- y

And although It is easy to be
cynical
and denounce such
Indiscretions as
posturing it is actually more
accurate fo say that Joni
possesses a rare degree of
self-indulge-

honest
more

valid

criticism

nt

a
Perhaps
or such

emotional prostitution Is the
do we really care to
question
continue to partake in albums
that may be construed as mere
medical updates on her
particular
what differentiates
Joni Mitchell from the
self-pityin- g

from the likes or a Jams
is the sheer capability of
Joni Mitchell as a sung
at her most personal
moments she is forever honest
Consequently
and
she
no matter how personal
she is never
may
dirges

For

In

she

admits to one of her
shortcomings
sounding

self-centre-

at
d

lite

risk of
or even

there is a
whole world
of noble cases
to
And lovely landscapes
But all I really want
discover
Is
find
to do right now
Such personal
another
candor makes it rather haid to
feel either sorry or
about her or her

song-writin-

g

and about the
legendary blues many Furry
It Is love which
stimulate
her Illusions and the
and attempts
bulk of her
on her part to lake refuge In
the roads docs not help her
escape the pain that such
illusions
Despite all her
she can at best
self-analys-

is

remain only a temporary
defector from the petty wars
until love sucks her back
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Richard
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Immediately
published
him as a writer or
established
acutely accurate
His portrait of the classic
Wes
a
man overcome by the
ordinary sadness of his own
struck
ait honest
in each of us who at any
lime has doubted the wisdom
of the contemporary success
wit and
Wright's
gentle prose graced a character
whose everyday life might have
been grey and uneven ill with
an inner lile bordering on
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fathered by a drunken poet and
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meagre two days into her son's
tells his
story
from the comfortable seat of a

his
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Old Folks
Not one to
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of cosmic
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and a
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World
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quite simple
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in all but one
they come off beautifully
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of it
at the
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